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About This Game

Planet 1138 is a vehicle based action game with a heavy emphasis on strategy. Players control a heavily armed ATV as they
fight to destroy their opponents base while defending their own. Players can build outposts and turrets along the way in order to

manufacture troops and amass an army they can command. Bases are protected by repairable shield generators that must be
disabled before they can be damaged so building an army to command is a very important part of the game. With Planet 1138's
unique balance between action and strategy players can win matches through pure skill, brilliant strategy, or a combination of

both.

Features:

• Build outposts, amass an army, and command your troops to victory without leaving the battle yourself.

• Seventeen mission single-player campaign with a robust upgrade system that rewards players for replaying levels against
multiple different AI opponents.

• Full controller support.

• Win battles through brilliant strategy, pure fighting skill, or a combination of both.

• Original music by Jason Heine of HeineHouseEntertainment.com
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Title: Planet 1138
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Bionic Pony
Publisher:
Triskelia Games
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: A controller is recommended.
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1138

I've been waiting for this game to come out ever since I saw the trailer, and I have to say it's lived up to my expectations. The
concept is unique, I love the Tim Burton-like asthetic of the characters, and the atmosphere that the game creates as you go
around the zombie infested high-school with Ian and North (Ian's dog) is eerie, which is what you're looking for in this genre.

The game can be quite challenging at times, but that only makes the satisfaction of finally getting past a puzzle or a difficult
level more rewarding. The controls and the actions are well explained during the game, and you get the hang of how to use
North to help you navigate around the school quite easily.

I believe the voice acting is the weakest point in an overall very enjoyable and original game. It's only a minor problem, it
doesn't take you out of the game, just something for the studio to improve in their next project, which I am definitely looking
foward too after having seen what they've done in this one.

In conclusion, I would recommend this game to anyone, and I can't wait to see what Sindie Games does next.. I don't like giving
out bad reviews but after playing this for a couple of minutes I felt I should give my honest opinion.

A basic RPG maker game gone wrong. Most RPG maker games are not good and this is no exception. It crashes frequently, the
UI is beyond horrible.
The music and sound are atrocious, thankfully there is an option to turn off the music. Sometimes it even works. However the
annoying beeps that happen whenever you move over a selection in the menu apparently can't be turned off and since, for some
unknown reason the game is always on top getting to the volume mixer to turn off the sound was a hassle.

All that being said, the concept of the game is a solid one and if it was re-released in a proper programming language with a
good UI and better sounds\/music (Or at least the option to turn them off). I would be happy to purchase it again and play it
through.. would be cool if when the family divides they look a bit the same but with some differences and make it more like
feed and grow and that creatures will always spawn randomly but u can extinct other species but split ur family in like 6 idk...
anyways keep up de gud werk. my 5 year old really enjoys it. i would recommend it, but you have to bare in mind, this game
does have a lot of reading in it (for kids atleast), so of course she struggles with that part only being 5, so you would somewhat
have to play it with them. i mean they can skip the reading and just guess what to do, simple enough but 8\/10. Can't get into a
game... The Lobby keeps on closeing... It freezes up (not in game of course).... Can't play the story line, it just sits there and
thinks.... Tried changeing the video settings, it just freezes up when I click on a diffrent setting... Spent an hour rebooting and
makeing sure my files are legit... Got knowhere... Was really excited to get this.. Really sad I can't play... :-( BTW, I spent
$100.00 and it won't work.... Viktor is a 2D action platformer with 360 degree firing. Shorebound Studios doesn't have the most
amazing resume but this looks to be their first IP and it's feels like it was enthusiastically made. I played exclusively with a
wireless 360 controller. I took a chance with this game and was pleasantly surprised. It's a pretty solid experience and it does
some things very well. Some things... not so well. It's plays like a Megaman game and looks like a Castlevania game.

Here's the nitty gritty:
The Good
- The teleport dash is fantastic. It really feels good. The dash refreshes quickly and about 90% of the time it goes where I expect
it. It was obviously the core mechanic around which the game was made (if not initially, then eventually). Cutting corners by
passing through them and the snap through platforms feels really awesome.
- The pistols feel good. Firing is definitely assisted but not overwhelmingly so. The aiming is sticky. If you let go of the right
stick you will continue to fire in that direction. Initially it felt strange, mostly because I expected the character to face the
direction of movement when not actively shooting. When I got over that, it lended itself interestingly. There are segments where
enemies approach from the same direction and I was able to take them down while focusing on platforming.
- Animation quality is excellent. Everything feels very smooth.
- Each level feels unique and each boss feels unique. All of them have good pacing and frenetic action. Unique strategies are
required to take each one down. The strategies are not obscenely difficult to identify and none of them feel cheap.
- Alternate paths and secret areas are littered throughout and encourage exploration.
- Enemies and bosses look cool.

The Bad
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- Normal movement feels off. The run speed feels too slow. Maybe I'm used to floaty jumping but you descend like a rock and
it's especially noticeable since the teleport doesn't feel that way. Non-teleporting just doesn't feel like it's tuned quite right.
- The art design no the levels feels nice and thematic but the areas themselves feel empty. I'm not looking for bullet hell levels of
density but the spaces feel underpopulated. Maybe it just needs more props\/set dressing.
- Lots of bouncy balls. The majority of the mid-bosses are bouncing balls of various types. Don't get me wrong, I like bouncing
balls as much as the next guy but I think there could have been more variety.
- The music is only ok. It didn't have me stopping to listen but it also didn't feel out of place. It was sufficient.
- There are other weapons than the pistols but for the life of me, I don't see why. I have acquired the shotgun, rocket launcher,
and grenade launcher. After using each for a few minutes, I was using the pistols again. I will be blunt here. The weapons are
unimaginative and underwhelming. They add very little value. Shorebound took some inspiration from the Megaman X series, to
be sure, but failed to bring with it the interesting weapons that are so iconic of the Megaman games. Each boss has a projectile
attack that could be adapted to use by Viktor.
- Boss difficulty is kind of all over the place from very easy to lengthy and difficult.
-Viktor is the least impressive of the character designs.. AMAZING shooter. I absolutely love this game.. o This looks like my
kind of game, so I bought the game for me and gifted it to a friend to play in online multiplayer.
o Started the game to find out that online multiplayer isn't working.
o Don't want to own this boardgame anymore if all I can do is solo it (perhaps hotseat works but that is no option to me).
o Refunded the game for both me and my friend (yes, you can refund a gift!).
o Even though the game is inexpensive, thank god for Steam refunds!

TO THE DEVELOPER: I don't want to offend, but a game in this state shouldn't be advertised having multiplayer! Even though
it is rare, I absolutely hate it when games do this. I would be willing to do port forwarding in my router but without a local LAN
option I am not even attempting Hamachi\/Tunggle to work around a broken system when other games work more than fine
without troubleshooting.
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I really love the concept. Dragons and sci-fi are cool.
Dragon is adorable and I want to pet it, but I can fly it only on lite mod cause extreme mod makes me sick((
Big gun is outstanding! I like how it feels.

Pros:
- Nice dragon
- Big gun
- Cool concept

Cons:
- It' early access, but I want more content. During third rail operation there is no more loco sound. No cooler fan, no traction
equipment, nothing. Okay otherwise. Too expensive, but that goes for most TS 2016 DLC.. Buggy interaction. Money grab type
of game.. A valiant effort by a small development team, however, don't expect to jump in this game and start playing
multiplayer immedeately. To start off, the game forces you to do a terrible tutorial. Even though it does'nt last very long, its still
incredibly painful. Secondly, as far as I could tell, everyone who was playing the game at the time, including myself, had
extreme difficulty setting up multiplayer matches to play with friends. Games that emphasize co-op play should have match
making capabilities that are really easy to use. The frustration this brought myself and a friend was substantial. I bought the
game on sale for about $3.00, and I am not even sure if that's a fair price. The difficulties with the multiplayer alone are enough
for me to not recommend this game.. Really cool game with a very simple idea. Nice presentation, solid mechanics and a good
level of challenge. The bosses alone are certainly worth the price.. how do i install this dlc ??????. Two words. Holy Shet.
11\/10. Good reskin but the thing is though the pantograph does not go up or down while driving in AC mode on the \/6 subclass
which makes it a bit unrealistic. If that could be fixed it would be great
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